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EEN JONGENSDROOM….



Specific characteristics:

• Uncertainty of outcome

• ‘Fair play’ versus unfair advantage

• Training

• winner
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Discrimination: Unfair or unequal

treatment based on characteristics:

• BUT: Sport is discriminatory in nature. 

Sport discriminates when it comes to…

– Age

– Disability

– Gender

– National origin



matchfixing

• Sports turns into show

• Drop stadium attendance;

• Loss sponsors

• Finally collapse of the league: Singapore, 
China etc. 
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Research for: Ministry of Health, 

welfare and Sport and Ministry of 

Security and Justice
- Does matchfixing occur in the Netherlands?

- In what way and to what extent will match fixing take 

place in the Netherlands

- What are the risks and how to manage the risks 

effectively?



four types of matchfixing

• Non-gambling related

match-fixing without 

bribery or force

• Non-gambling related

match-fixing with bribery

or force

• Gambling related match-

fixing without bribery or 

force

• Gambling related match-

fixing with bibery or force



Dutch research in 2013…
• More than 700 athletes completed the survey

• 27% think that match fixing occurs

• 8% know people who are approached

• 4% has been approached

• Majority non-gambling related match-fixing

• Suspects talk about match fixing on the phone

• Sportsmen mention cases of match-fixing



Risk increasing factors

1. Financial problems (gambling debts, heavy financial 

obligations, etc.)

1. Many players gamble

2. Players gamble on own matches

2. Criminal infiltration sports clubs / associations criminal

relations with players

3. No priority (detection and enforcement)

4. Difficult to prove



Recommendations

• (effective) prevention (information)

• Simple set of rules and rules of conduct

• Criminal Individuals or individuals with criminal
connections can easily get acces in the sportsworld

• Financial position of sportsman and teams deserve wide
spread attention

• Anonymous gambling deserves more attention of the 
authorities

• Exchange of information: VERY FEW COUNTRIES 
IMPLEMENTED COORDINATION-MEASURES 

• Improvement of signaling



• Obligation of Betting detection fraud systems

• Bring (rest)information together

• Install Operational platform with tax, police, 
authorities, etc. NOW IN MATCHFIXING 
CONVENTION

• Disciplinary Rules need to be adjusted. Ban gambling 
on certain games and forbid manipulation

• Prioritize detection

• MORE RESEARCH: Betting markets



Current research: EU level

• New integrated mechanisms for 

cooperation between public and private 

actors to identify sports betting risks
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Legal part

• Identification and analysis of 28 EU 
legislations regarding alerts’ obligations 
and exchange of information;

• Focus on the use of information that might 
be subject to the protection of personal 
data in case of suspicious betting 
behaviour, with identification and legal 
texts on use of information in EU 
countries. 
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Other study already published

• Study on the sharing of information and

reporting of suspicious sports betting

activity in the EU 28
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2. Social values

• (Sexual) intimidation…

• Violence on/off the field amateur sports

• hooliganism... 

• Research in Netherlands

– Who is responsible for what and how can 
sportorganisation, police etc cooperate

– Law/disciplinary law/public law
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Social values (health, education)
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A trainer/coach/other has authority and power over 
a child and is in a position where it will be easier to 
get away with it ….
…. and harder for anyone to believe that “it” 
happened



3. Monopolistic structure

International federation(s) 

professionals

IOC

National Associations

NOC

amateurs

Clubs/athletes



1952 Karel Lotsy
“We don’t want to earn money..”

KNVB voorzitter Karel Lotsy in 1952 - “wij hoeven er niet aan te verdienen” 



O…O... FIFA



Reforms within sports-structure

• Term limits

• Separation of political and management 

functions

• Diversity

• Independent committee members ·

• Integrity checks

• Greater transparency and inclusion through

broader stakeholder representation



BUT STILL…

(int.) Corruption is hard to detect

• Trans-national

• There is no incentive to come forward

• Money moves via elektronic devices

• Countries are souvereign

• No (t enough) protection for whistleblowers

• … It’s a tough, costly (and frustrating) 

process
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Research (governance):

• Events, how to improve the bidding
process

• NEW AUTHORITY? 

– Audit the sportsorganisation

– To monitor events (from bid to legacy)

– To set Transparency Obligations

– To prevent market abuse

– To watch over human rights issues

– To ? 
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FUTURE RESEARCH

• Topic: fighting corruption in sport and
safeguard the integrity of sport

• Data-analysis combined with

• Legal Research laws/regulations different 
countries

– INFORMATION COLLECTION/SHARING

– PRIVACY

• Mirror data from sports organisations and
legal “evidence” (f.e. Court cases) with other
data, f.e. Suspicious betting activity
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EEN JONGENSDROOM….



Thank you 

Questions?

PROF. DR. MARJAN OLFERS



Pistorius

• On 26 March 2007, the IAAF Council decided 
to introduce an amendment to IAAF Rule for 
the purpose of regulating the use of technical 
devices. The new rule prohibits: 

• (e) Use of any technical device that 
incorporates springs, wheels or any other 
element that provides the user with an 
advantage over another athlete not using 
such a device. 



• In effect, these prior performances by other 
runners using the prosthesis act …and 
demonstrate that even if the prosthesis 
provided an advantage, and as noted none 
has been proven, it may be quite limited. 

• The consequence of this ruling by the Panel 
is that the IAAF Council’s Decision 2008/01 
of 14 January 2008 is revoked with 
immediate effect, and Mr Pistorius is currently 
eligible to compete in IAAF-sanctioned 
events. 


